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Cimco Marine AB enters into distribution
agreement for the OXE Diesel with Dizel
Export LLC, Russian Federation

Cimco marine´s OXE Diesel engine range are an obvious and needed
innovation within the Russian marine equipment market. The advantages
offered by OXE Diesel engines over current power units – both inboard and
outboard - naturally attracts enthusiasm from end users as well as
shipbuilders in most application areas.

The well-established company “Dizel Export”, has long realized the
innovative characteristics OXE Diesel and appreciates the impressive



characteristics of the diesel outboard engines, as the world’s first commercial
diesel outboard, the OXE Diesel combines the reliability and endurance of
marine inboards with the flexibility and agility of outboard engines,offering
unprecedented efficiency, range and torque. The increased serviceability will
greatly benefit the Russian market with vast areas, great oceans, mighty
rivers and lakes.

“We express our gratitude to company Cimco Marine AB for choosing company
“Dizel Export” as a business partner and OXE Diesel engine distributor and shall
do our utmost to promote the unique product OXE Diesel in the Russian market.”
Director of Dizel Export LLC, Alexander Kuzmin

Dizel Export sees very positive perspectives of OXE Diesel application in the
Russian market of propulsion systems both for inland, coastal and ocean
waterways especially for the commercial transportation, governmental and
tender boat market.

Cimco Marine has the absolute pleasure of appointing Dizel Export LLC as
exclusive distributor for the Russian Federation, says Jim Denley, General Sales
Manager at Cimco Marine Ab, and continues: The task of identifying a company
with the relevant background, experience, reputation and logistical capability for
such an expansive territory has proven to be a long process, however Cimco is
confident that Dizel Export LLC is the ideal partner in all of these areas to ensure
that OXE Diesel units operate with efficiency and backed by sound service
support. We are very happy to have Dizel Export LLC on board and that OXE
Diesel shall very soon be seen and available within the Russian Federation.

Cimco Marine is the marine manufacturer behind OXE Diesel - the world’s
first high performance diesel outboard engine. Setting new standards for
durability, fuel-efficiency and low emissions.

For more information about the OXE Diesel, visit www.oxe-diesel.com

http://www.oxe-diesel.com/
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